Below please find program highlights for TLC’s primetime schedule for the weeks of April 27th and May 3rd. There are preview episodes and episodic photography available for select programs/episodes on press.discovery.com. Please check with us for further information.

WEEK OF APRIL 27th (as of 4.27.15)

OF NOTE THIS WEEK:

Series Premieres
CURVY BRIDES – Friday, May 1
PSYCHIC MATCHMAKER – Friday, May 1

Season Finale
7 LITTLE JOHNSTONS – Tuesday, April 28

TUESDAY, APRIL 28

7/6c
19 KIDS AND COUNTING: RECOUNT – “EUROPEAN HONEYMOON”
Featuring additional footage and viewer’s tweets – It’s only been a week since Jessa and Ben said “I do” and now they’re off on their romantic European honeymoon. Watch as they travel to Paris, Rome, and Venice and experience what life is like as a newlywed couple...will they miss their former chaperones?

8/7c
19 KIDS AND COUNTING – “FAMILY DINNER”
Jessa and Ben move into their first home! When Jessa makes dinner for Ben, will she burn down their new kitchen? In DC, Anna and Jill make a special craft while Josh teaches Derick about being a dad. Will Derick pass or fail Daddy 101 teachings?

8:30/7:30c
19 KIDS AND COUNTING – “NESTING AND ROOM RE-DO”
The Duggar girls decide it’s time for a bedroom-redo since Jill and Jessa have moved out. Jill spends the day shopping for nursery furniture. Meanwhile, Anna has her first midwifery appointment in DC. Back in Arkansas, Josie experiences a medical crisis.

9/8c
7 LITTLE JOHNSTONS – “CALL OFF EASTER?”
With Easter around the corner and the pressure to complete their kitchen renovation before entertaining guests, this may prove to be too much for Trent and Amber to handle. A project ends disastrously and the family reels after Amber is caught in a fire.
10/9c

7 LITTLE JOHNSTONS – “YOUR BURNING QUESTIONS”
The Johnston family answers viewers’ burning questions! From their personal stories to behind-the-scenes footage, they will tackle it all. We will showcase never-before-seen footage, favorite moments, and the family’s personal home movies.

FRIDAY, MAY 1

9/8c

SAY YES TO THE DRESS – “DADDY DEAREST”
Emily and her very opinionated father want the perfect princess ball gown for her big day. Bride Danielle’s father passed away, and she hopes to find a gown he would have loved. Melissa worries her conservative dad will not like her custom Pnina gown.

9:30/8:30c

CURVY BRIDES – “WEDDING PICTURE PERFECT”
Yukia and Yuneisia help a bride who insists on taking a picture of herself in every dress she tries on, so she knows how it will look on her big day. Feeling inspired, Yukia decides she wants to redo her wedding photos. Yukia busted out of her wedding dress on her wedding day and dreams of recreating her wedding photos, this time in a dress that actually fits and compliments her figure. The family gathers for a photo shoot to remember, but it’s not without its setbacks.

10/9c

CURVY BRIDES – “TAKING IT TO THE CATWALK”
Yuneisia and Yukia host a fashion show at the salon to promote their growing business. Special guest Whitney Thompson, America’s Next Top Model Season 10 winner, comes in looking for a dress and ends up strutting down the catwalk.

10:30/9:30c

PSYCHIC MATCHMAKER – “I’M SHAKING RIGHT NOW”
Deborah reads Chrystine, a client who has suffered from a heartbreaking loss and is determined to help her open up and find a soul mate. They go to a speed-dating event together and Deborah reads a potential match, but her search doesn’t stop there.

11/10c

PSYCHIC MATCHMAKER – “I NEED A MAN”
Deborah reads a new client, Julie, who has issues from her childhood holding her back. Meanwhile, Deborah’s husband hopes she can turn off her psychic abilities for one evening while they host a barbecue.

WEEK OF MAY 3RD (as of 4.27.15)

OF NOTE THIS WEEK:

Special Programming
MOTHER OF ALL WEEKS – May 3-10

Season Finale
LONG ISLAND MEDIUM – Sunday, May 3

Series Premieres
THE WILLIS FAMILY – Tuesday, May 5
The Willis family brings their musical talents to TLC in a thirteen-episode series following their life at home and on the road. The Willis Family will follow Brenda and Toby Willis as they share the challenge of maintaining their large, fourteen-member family while keeping up with the workload required to manage their touring band.

Specials
I STILL DIDN’T KNOW I WAS PREGNANT – Wednesday, May 6
KATE PLUS 8 – “MOTHER’S DAY SURPRISE” – Sunday, May 10
LEAH REMINI: IT’S ALL RELATIVE – “YOU DROPPED A MOM ON ME” – Sunday, May 10
MY BIG FAT FABULOUS LIFE – “BABS KNOWS BEST” – Sunday, May 10

Sneak Peeks
LABOR GAMES – Wednesday, May 6
Q: What not to expect while you’re expecting? A: An ambush game show in the delivery room. Tonight, TLC previews LABOR GAMES, as host Lisa Arch surprises a couple – in labor – with a pop up game show to win prizes for their baby-to-be.

#WHAT SHE SAID – Wednesday, May 6
TLC launches the new series #WHATSHESAID, sharing hysterically no-nonsense opinions about marriage and motherhood from some of the country’s funniest female comics.

SUNDAY, MAY 3

9/8c
LONG ISLAND MEDIUM – “THERESA LOVES MOMS” & “ON THE ROAD – RV TO FLORIDA!”
In this two-hour season finale, Theresa salutes moms everywhere by looking back at some of her most memorable mom readings, AND conducting a group reading with actress Olivia Munn (Magic Mike, The Newsroom) and her mom and family for Mother’s Day. Then, Theresa & Larry are going on the road again, but this time it's different. The Caputos want to see what it's like being snowbirds during the winter months in Florida, and they've rented an RV to get down there. Along the way, Theresa is stopping to surprise unsuspecting viewers with readings. Making stops in Pennsylvania, Virginia South Carolina and Savannah, GA.

MONDAY, MAY 4

8/9c
19 KIDS AND COUNTING: RECOUNT – “A BOUNTY OF DUGGAR BIRTHS”
Relive a decade of Duggar deliveries in this three-hour special! From Michelle's first televised birth with Jackson to Anna's dramatic water birth with Marcus, join the family as they experience pregnancy, labor and delivery with laughter, joy and tears.

TUESDAY, MAY 5
7/6c
**19 KIDS AND COUNTING: RECOUNT – “FAMILY DINNER”**
Featuring added footage and viewers’ tweets – Jessa and Ben move into their first home! When Jessa makes dinner for Ben, will she burn down their new kitchen? In DC, Anna and Jill make a special craft while Josh teaches Derick about being a dad. Will Derick pass or fail Daddy 101 teachings?

7:30/6:30c
**19 KIDS AND COUNTING: RECOUNT – “NESTING AND ROOM RE-DO”**
Featuring added footage and viewers’ tweets – The Duggar girls decide it's time for a bedroom-redo since Jill and Jessa have moved out. Jill spends the day shopping for nursery furniture. Meanwhile, Anna has her first midwifery appointment in DC. Back in Arkansas, Josie experiences a medical crisis.

8/7c
**19 KIDS AND COUNTING – “JILL’S SPECIAL DELIVERY”**
This two-hour event includes all of Michelle Duggar’s best motherly advice, as well as the highly anticipated birth of Jill and Derick Dillard’s baby. Nine months and no longer counting – it’s time for Jill and Derick to meet their baby! But when Jill’s labor stalls and complications arise, they find they may have to wait a little longer before they can finally welcome Baby Dilly into the family.

10/9c
**THE WILLIS FAMILY – “THE WILLIS FAMILY”**
Brenda gears up for her birthday, but with mountains of laundry piling up and meal-planning for fourteen getting in the way, her special day seemingly gets put on the backburner. That’s when her kids, led by the eldest siblings Jeremiah and Jessica, step in to make sure it is a birthday she won’t soon forget. Jessica, with the help of her brothers and sisters, composes an original song, “Mama,” that brings the whole family to tears. Later they sing the song at the Grand Ole Opry, a legendary stage where they frequently perform. In the same episode, the family also heads to a local library for an intimate concert to raise money for a community charity.

**WEDNESDAY, MAY 6**

8/7c
**I STILL DIDN’T KNOW I WAS PREGNANT – “EPISODE TITLE TBD”**
One of TLC’s most-talked about series returns, with a twist - I STILL DIDN’T KNOW I WAS PREGNANT specials take a look at women who didn’t realize they were expecting, for a second time. The night kicks off with a look back at some of the most shocking births from the original series.

9/8c
**I STILL DIDN’T KNOW I WAS PREGNANT – “EPISODE TITLE TBD”**
How is it possible that someone could not know they were pregnant …TWICE? In the United States, only one in seven thousand women don’t know they’re pregnant until they go into labor, and for some of these women, as incredible as it may seem, it can happen two times! At the center of the show are stories of mothers who have no idea they are pregnant until their baby is actually born. Then, we double down on the phenomenon with the continuing stories of these same women who didn’t know they were pregnant…TWICE.

10/9c
**LABOR GAMES – “EPISODE TITLE TBD”**
What not to expect while you’re expecting? An ambush game show in the delivery room. TLC offers up Labor Games, as host Lisa Arch surprises a couple – in labor – with a pop up game show to win prizes for their baby-to-be.

10:30/9:30c
LABOR GAMES – “EPISODE TITLE TBD”
Q: What not to expect while you’re expecting? A: An ambush game show in the delivery room. Tonight, TLC previews LABOR GAMES, as host Lisa Arch surprises a couple – in labor – with a pop up game show to win prizes for their baby-to-be.

11/10c
#WHATSHESAID – “EPISODE TITLE TBD”
Thirty-minute stand-alone series uses a rotating cast of commentators/comedians who focus on current and relatable topics. The regular commentators contribute their own unique perspectives, confessions and tricks of the trade in relation to the topics, while stylized video clips and animation bring their stories to life.

THURSDAY, MAY 7

7/6c
OUTRAGEOUS BIRTHS: TALES FROM THE CRIB – “WEDDING CRASHER BABY” (TLC Network Premiere / Discovery Life Original Premiere)
An emergency birth interrupts a wedding; a woman delivers after crashing her car into a canal; a baby with a life-threatening condition is born prematurely at home.

8/7c
OUTRAGEOUS BIRTHS: TALES FROM THE CRIB – “BABY IN A HURRICANE” (TLC Network Premiere / Discovery Life Original Premiere)
A woman gives birth prematurely during Hurricane Sandy; an Army soldier coaches his wife’s delivery from Afghanistan; a baby is delivered in a shopping mall parking lot.

9/8c
OUTRAGEOUS BIRTHS: TALES FROM THE CRIB – “BORN ON A SIDEWALK” (TLC Network Premiere / Discovery Life Original Premiere)
A woman delivers while hailing a cab to the hospital, a delivery becomes life-threatening when a strict religious community won’t allow the mother to go to a hospital; twin sisters have their babies on the same day.

10/9c
OUTRAGEOUS BIRTHS: TALES FROM THE CRIB – “SNAKE BITE BABY” (TLC Network Premiere / Discovery Life Original Premiere)
A best friend’s offer to be a surrogate results in a life-threatening pregnancy; a woman is bitten by a deadly snake three weeks before her due date; a cupcake famed for inducing labor works too well.

FRIDAY, MAY 8

9/8c
SAY YES TO THE DRESS – “EPISODE TITLE TBD”
Episode description not available at this time.
9:30/8:30c
CURVY BRIDES – “MOTHER KNOWS BEST” (wt)
Yuneisia and Yukia’s mom Diana seizes an opportunity to interfere when a mother-of-a-bride invokes a “mom knows best” attitude. An opportunity for some fun and antics arises as the moms take over the store, plus there’s a surprise in store for mom and Aunt Rita.

10/9c
CURVY BRIDES – “MARK DOWNS AND HIGH STAKES”
It’s ‘Sample Sale’ day at the salon and Yukia and Yuneisia can’t seem to agree on pricing. They quickly learn that brides with do anything for a bargain in this mother of all sample sales, and one bride gets the deal of her life.

10:30/9:30c
PSYCHIC MATCHMAKER – “I WANT HIM GONE”
Deborah reads one of her long-term clients, who in the past, was not ready for love and had a tendency to attract the wrong guys. But while on a golfing date with her husband, will Deborah finally find the perfect guy that her client’s been looking for?

11/10c
PSYCHIC MATCHMAKER – “I CAN FEEL HIS PRESENCE”
Michelle, who suffered a tragic loss a few years ago, is ready for love but afraid to open herself up to it. Enlisting Deborah’s help, can Michelle face her fears and believe in love again?

SATURDAY, MAY 9

8/7c
19 KIDS AND COUNTING: RECOUNT – “JILL’S SPECIAL DELIVERY”
This two-hour event includes all of Michelle Duggar’s best motherly advice, as well as the highly anticipated birth of Jill and Derick Dillard’s baby. Nine months and no longer counting – it’s time for Jill and Derick to meet their baby! But when Jill’s labor stalls and complications arise, they find they may have to wait a little longer before they can finally welcome Baby Dilly into the family.

SUNDAY, MAY 10

8/7c
KATE PLUS 8 – “MOTHER’S DAY SURPRISE”
Cara and Mady take charge and organize a top-secret Mother’s Day breakfast for Kate who is banned from the kitchen and has no idea what’s in store for her special day. As the kids hustle and bustle preparing their 5-star surprise, Kate looks back on her journey through motherhood.

9/8c
LEAH REMINI: IT’S ALL RELATIVE – “YOU DROPPED A MOM ON ME”
It’s Mother’s Day, and Leah and her sisters do everything they can to please mom Vicki. They hilariously attempt to re-enact baby photos and even agree to a sleepover at Vicki’s! Meanwhile, George enlists Angelo’s help finding Vicki the perfect gift.

10/9c
MY BIG FAT FABULOUS LIFE – “BABS KNOWS BEST”
In My Big Fat Fabulous Life: Babs Knows Best, Whitney takes us on a journey to get to know her mother, Babs, on a whole new level. The one-hour special revolves around Whitney’s efforts to cheer up her mom after a recent event has left her feeling blue. Both mother and daughter speak candidly about their relationship, and look back on some of their fondest memories over the years. And for the first time ever, Babs joins Whitney’s Big Girl Dance Class, showing off some moves of her own.

11/10c
#WHATSHESAID – “EPISODE TITLE TBD”
Thirty-minute stand-alone series uses a rotating cast of commentators/comedians who focus on current and relatable topics. The regular commentators contribute their own unique perspectives, confessions and tricks of the trade in relation to the topics, while stylized video clips and animation bring their stories to life.